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Between Heaven & Earth

The Euro Space Center at Transinne
The only space centre in Europe, where you can find out about outer space and enjoy leisure facilities. Experience 
the daily life of astronauts and re-live the great moments of the conquest of outer space! Your journey into 
space includes a show-trail, the Space Show, the Space Heroes and other exhibitions. 

Guided tours or self-guided tours with audioguides from €9.50/person. 
www.eurospacecenter.be

"Au Cœur de l’Ardoise" at Bertrix
Descend 25m below the ground to find out about the unbelievably hard and difficult daily life of 
the local slate miners, known as “scailtons”. Enjoy a Gourmet Mine Tour, unique in Europe, where 
several local specialities are served to your group during your guided tour underground. 

Guided tours or self-guided tours with audioguide from €7.50/person.
www.aucoeurdelardoise.be

The caves at Han-sur-Lesse
Come and explore the mysteries of the underground world at the famous Han caves, a 
three-star attraction in the Michelin Green Guide to Belgium. The caves were formed by 
a combination of the River Lesse and rainwater. You can also immerse yourselves in 
the natural world in the splendid wildlife park which overlooks the caves. 

Combined ticket for caves and wildlife park from €29/person.
www.grotte-de-han.be 

Set off to conquer outer space at the Euro Space Center and then visit the underground world at “Au Cœur de 
l’Ardoise”. In a day, you can become both an astronaut of the future and a slate miner of yesteryear, in an 
unforgettable, yet enjoyable experience! And, while you’re at it, why not pop over to Han-sur-Lesse to visit 
its famous caves, listed in the Michelin Green Guide to Belgium?



A gourmet snack or meal

“Sanglochon” farm at Verlaine 
The sanglochon is a cross between a wild boar and a pig, and its meat 
makes delicious ham that can be tasted during a visit to the sanglochon 
visitor centre at the farm. 

Free-of-charge guided tours with paid-for tastings.
www.sanglochon.be

The Fondue Wagon at Porcheresse
An unusual idea: Ardennes shire horses are hitched up to 
a wagon with seats for participants, who enjoy tastings of 
local specialities during a trip around the beautiful local 
countryside. Fondue is served in the winter months.

By prior reservation only, from €35/person.
chariotafondue.wixsite.com/laetitia

Charming accommodation: 

Le Val de Poix*** at Poix-Saint-Hubert
Located right at the heart of the Ardenne district, this hotel is a perfect place to 

enjoy the surrounding countryside and local flavours captured in bistro-style dishes, 
in convivial, contemporary style surroundings. It is also an ideal destination for fans 

of the region’s beers! The hotel’s bar has five draft beers and around 35 in bottles, all 
brewed in the Belgian Province of Luxembourg.

Capacity : 42 bedrooms and 80 seats. 
www.levaldepoix.com

For more information
group@ftlb.be - +32 (0)84/410 216
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